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I. Introduction

Recent years have brought about an everincreasing number of

experimental and theoretical papers devoted to different

polarization phenomena in the high-energy physics. The In-

terest to the spin effects has arisen in connection with

a higher sensitivity of the quantities nonaveraged over the

spin states, to the particle interaction dynamics in compari-

son with the quantities summed over the spin indices of par-

ticles. By virtue of the experimental information about the

polarization characteristics gives additional possibilities

for the verification of the first principles of theory and

different phenomenological models.

Over the last 10-15 years experimentalists have revealed

quite a few interesting spin effects which demonstrate the

significant role of the spin both in soft /1-6/ and hard

processes /7-10/ in high energy collisions. One of the in-

teresting observations waa a discovery of the relatively

large and slowly decreasing with energy, polarization P in

elastic pp-scattering for It I -$ 3 (GeV/c) in the interval

of Plab -y 100-400 GeV/c /1-3/ ( the parameter P coincides

with the asymmetry A if we neglect the T-noninvariant

effects). This fact is, perhaps, suggestive of the presence

of the spin-flip components in the pp-scattering amplitude

for the pomeron ( and, possibly,odderon /11,12/ exchange.



The existence of the pomeron spin-flip component has long

been deboted in the literature /11-18/ but, nevertheless,

the question is still far from being settled. In the case

of the large-angle pp-scattering ( P^ •$ 6.5 ( GeV/c)
2
) at

the energies of 24 /8/ and 28 GeV /9/ the asymmetry. A also

proved to be unexpectedly large. This result contradicts

the helicity concervation in two-particle processes

/} + Xg в Я
с
+ Я^ /19/, predicted by the perturbation

QCD theory /19/» This contradiction indices to the signi-

ficance of nonperturbative effects in the range of s and

t , considered in /8,9/» In the high-energy pp-scattering

at email values of the momentum transfer ( It I ̂  3—4 (GeV/c) )

there are no reasons either why processes with the spin-flip

of nucleons should be neglected. It can be expected, however,

that the quark helicities should be conserved at the quark

level owing to a vector nature of the gluon. The helicity

nonconservation at the level of nucleons can arise from

the fact that the sum of quark helicities is not equal to

the nucleon helicity because of the Fermi motion of quarks

in the nucleon. This mechanism furnishes a qualitative

explanation of the spin chai'acteristics for the exchanges

of secondary reggeons /20/# In the case of the pomeron and

adderon exchanges in the nonrelativistic SU(£)- symmetric

model of the nucleon this mechanism, however, fails to lead

to the spin-flip effects /11,12/. The pomeron and adderon

vertices with the spin-flip of the nucleon can appear due
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to relativistic effects /12,14.-18/ or the SU(6)-symmetry

breakdown /12/. In the literature there exist no consistent

calculations of the spin-flip amplitudes with the relativistic

wave functions of nucleons. The case with the broken SU(6)-

-symmetry was discussed in ref. /12/. It was found that the

spin-flip vertices of the pomeron and the odderon vary widely

in the interval of 11 |-v 0.05-0.1 GeV/c) . The mechanisms of

appearence of the spin-flip amplitudes due to triangular

graphs at the quark-gluon /11/ and nucleon-meson level /13,

16/ were also discussed in the literature. In both the cases,

however, there exist large uncertainties in the predictions

for the spin-flip vertices.

In general,the theoretical situation with an understanding

of the spin effects in high-energy pp collisions cannot

now be declared as satisfactory. It is evident that further

theoretical and experimental investigations are needed in

this field. In the UNK experiments the polarization effects

in pp-scattering will be studied on the "Neptun11 setup with

the use of a gas-jet polarized target. The "Neptun" pro-

gramme includes investigation of the spin phenomena in

elastic pp-scattering at | t |-vo.25 - 3.5 (GeV/c)2 with

the measurement of the recoil proton polarization from the

rescattering in a carbon polarimeter. As a result, in addi-

tion to the measurement of the asymmetry A , requiring no

measurement of the recoil proton polarization , we should

obtain information about the behaviour of the depolariza-

tion tensor D.. possessing four independent components /21,

22/. Unlike the polarization F and the asymmetry A ,
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the tensor D^. at high energies in pp collisions has

not been studied so far* Some components of the depolariza-

tion tensor were studied at P
1 b
 = 6 GeV/c /23-25/(thre«

components) and P
la
v = 45 GeV/c /26/ ( one component).

The Monte-Carlo simulation of the "Neptun" setup was

carried out in ref. /27/» Thejtoal was to determine the attain-

able accuracy in measurement of the asymeetry A and the

vector of the recoil proton polarization in the «scattering

in the carbon poltfimeter. It was shown that at the luminosity

of 1Cr
J
 cm sec the vector components of the recoil proton

polarization can be measured with an error of-^ 0.05 - 0.15

for |t |v 0.25 - 1.2 ( GeV/c
2
) and ^ 0.15 for |t|~1.7 -

- 3*5 ( GeV/c ) . The accuracy of measurement is limited by

contamination of channels with the diffractive excitation of

beam proton. In the vicinity of the dip of the differential

cross section at |t|^ (1.2 - 1.7)(GeV/c)
2
 in the "Neptun"

setup the diffraction channel background makes it impossible

to measure the depolarization tensor and the asymmetry A

In the present paper we shall consider the procedure of

complete determination of the tensor D.
fc
 based on measure-

ment of the vector components of the recoil proton polariza-

tion in the carbon polarimeter. Note that the longitudinal

components of D.
fe
 in this procedure are extracted, using

the results of measurements carried out for opposite sign

values of the spectrometer magnetic field. We shall analyze

just which new physical information can be obtained, taking

as errors in measurements of the recoil proton polarization
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the extimates of ref* /27/* We shall also discuss the arabl-

gous details arising in the reconstruction of the spin struc-

ture of the pp scattering amplitudes in the model approaches,

if it is done only with the se of the d
a
ta on the cross sec-

tions and the polarization Г ( or the asymmetry A).

2 . The ambiguous details in the reconstruction

of the scattering matrix in pp-colliaions from

the cross section and polarisation data

If we neglect the violatuon of the P - and T - inva-

riance, the elastic pp-scattering process can be described

by five helical amplitudes

-IT

In the amplitudes <£> .._,- the components corresponding to

natural ( with СГР =1 , where (Г is signature and P

is parity) and nonnatural ( СГP =— 1) t - channel quantum

numbers are mixed. The combinations possessing natural quan-

tum numbers, are:

/V F (*,+ 4\), 'V, - 3V , /^ - T ( V ft)

The nonnatural amplitudes are defined by the expressions:
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The differential cross section ( 6* ) and the recoil proton

polarization P ( Pc Р
ъ
 П. , П. = [ £ * ̂ J/fL£ * Р

5
]/

is the normal to the reaction plane, P is the vector of

the recoil proton polarisation, determining the density

matrix ^ = -L ( 4 + fV <Г) \ for the scattering

of nonpolarized protons are related with the scattering matrix

by the relations

p -

The expressions (1),(2) written in terms of the amplitudes

A U
oZ
 take the form

P ̂ -^ //» [pVu-fib)- Л/SJ/C (4)

In the Reggeon phenomenology the natural amplitudes at high

energies are determined by the pomeron and odderon exchanges

and also by the contribution from the multi-pomeron odderon

cuts* The spin structure of vertices of the pomeron and

odderon interaction with the nucleon is of the form

where / , , are the center-of-maas two-component nucleon

apinors. By analogy with the electromagnetic vertex it is

natural to call the quantity Л yy\ &/CC the

anomalous magnetic moment A7/> cfo( /11Л
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The exchanges of fy Z - poles ( for Lfo ) and

,B - poles ( for L>£, ) contribute to the nonnatural

iimplitudes Uoz. • The corresponding vertices are of the

form /23/

(7)

-*- ft / -* ~* О О

Here fto~~£i/lP<fl Ч, ~ ' л~~ ' •? is the momentum trans-

fer. The pomeron and odderon cuts, having no definite parity,

can also contribute into Ufj* The intersepta of the 5?~~

В , A, Z - trajectoriea are close to zero. Therefore, one

can expect that at the UNK energies the nonnatural amplitudes

should be mainly determined by the pomeron and odderon cuts.

Within the known phenomenological models ( the quaaieikonal

model /29,30/, the 1/ -matriz model /31,32/) the amplitude

(J
o
 is nonzero since the spin structure of type (6) does

not arise.

The polarization P for pp scattering in the range of

Р
1 а Ь

^ 100-400 (GeV/c) is positive at Jt|^0.5 (GeV/c)
2
 and

11 |^1.5 ( GeV/c)
2
 and it is negutive at |tf^O.5-1-5 (GeV/c)

2

/1 - 3 ). The fact that the dip in the differential cross

section, connected, apparently, with the destructive inter-

ference of the pomeron exchange with the cut contribution,

roughly coincides with the zero of the polarization P at

It 1^1.5 ( GeV/c) , speaks in favour of a small value of

the amplitude N
9
 as compared with N in the region of

|t 1̂ 1.5 ( GeV/c)
2
 . However, the model analysis of the
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cross section and polarization data fails at present to solve

unambigously the problem of the contribution of the amplitu-

des with the double spin flip in 6~" and P . It is also im-

possible to elucidate whether the pomeron and odderon exchan-

ge constributes to the spin-flip amplitude N7 ( i.e. that

M^ . pd̂ | j= 0 ). In the literature there exist calculations

that describe equally well the data on the parameter P at

high energies with M f 0 (~ 31 - 33J and with M = О f 1}33J

in which the amplitude N, was determined only by the contri-

bution of secondary reggeons . The difficulty of obtaining

an unambigous solution to the problem of the M - value with

the use of only the polarization data on the parameter P

is connected with the fact that, as one can see from (4),

P is determined mainly by the component of the amplitude N ,

perpendicular to N
o
 . If we Ignor the contributions of se-

condary poles, this component can ariee only from a small

difference of phases N. and N ( or S - N
P
 ) due to cut

contribution. Therefore, the presently existing uncertaintly

of the few pomeron interaction with the nucleon makes us

regard with caution the extraction of the spin-flip pomeron

amplitudes within the phenomenological cut models /29-32/

from the analysis of the cross section and polarization data..

The situation becomes still more uncertain if we take it

into account that the expansion of the scattering amplitude

into a series of exchanges with a different number of bare

pomerons is not substantiated within the framework of QCD.

It can also be of important significance to the behaviour
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of the polarization P at high energies that the bare pomeron

in QGD is not merely a pole in the j-plane but it is a complex

singularity to the right of I /34/. In this case the polari-

zation can manifest itself at the level of the bare pomeron

exchange owing to the fact that the anomalous magnetic moraent

is different for different pomeron components in the 3-plane.

The above-mentioned ambiguity in the determination of

the spin-flip amplitudes from the analysis of the croaa sec-

tion and polarization data makes it also impossible to find

it out just how significant are the contributions provided by

the spin-flip amplitudes to d (Г /dt . It was supposed in the

paper of Sukhatnie /35/ that the amplitudes with the change

of the nucleon helicity contribute substantially to the pp

scattering cross section in the region of the second diffrac-

tion cone at |ti Ъ 1.5 ( GeV/c) . Their contribution was

suggested to be associated with the absence in experiment of

a second minimum in d Cf/di , predicted by the eikonal models

if the spin-flip amplitudes are neglected. The fitting of

the cross section and polarization data within the Jj -matrix

approach, carried out in refs. /31»32/, did demonstrate that

the second and the next diffraction dips can be filled by

contributions of spin-flip amplitudes. In this case the ano-

malous magnetic moment of the pomeron proved to have a rather

high value ( M
p
'^2). The major contribution to d (Г /dt at

p

It | "J, 1.5-2 ( GeV/c) was found to be provided by the ampli-

tude N
2
.

At present there also exist a different possibility of

avoiding the second diffraction minimum in dS~/dt which is

connected with the circumstance that in the region of the
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second cone the cross section can mainly be determined by

the odderon exchange contribution /36-38/. In refs./36-38/

the authors provided a good description of the pp - , pp

cross section data without the inclusion of the spin-flip

amplitudes; the polarization data were not analyzed. However,

a not 'jad description of the polarization at M = 0 , obtained

in refs* /1, 33/> suggests that in the approach with the

odderon without changing essentially the model parameters, it

is also possible to describe the cross section and the polari-

zation. Thus, it is rather difficult to determine from the

analysis of the cross section and polarization data just

which of the above two approaches â wlcrs better. Predictions

of the two models should differ somewhat in the position of

zero of the polarization at Itl^i.S ( GeV/c) because of

a large contribution of the term N2, N.. in (4) in the case

of the variant from ref. /31,32/. However, it should be kept

in mind that a small change in the phase of the amplitude N.

(connected, for example, with the odderon exchange) can lead

to a shift of zero of the polarization in the approach of

refs. /31,32/. In conditions of the "Neptun" experiment

a detailed study of the polarization in the region of the

diffraction minimum is hindered by the presence of substan-

tial background of the diffraction channels /27/. In what

follows we shall see that the accuracies in measurement

of the depolarization tensor in the region up to /tf-vO.25 -

-1.2 ( GeV/c) and behind the diffraction minimum at

it I£.2 SGeV/c)2, attainable at the "Neptun" setup suable one
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to determine M with an accuracy of 0.1-0a2 and to elucidate

it whether the spin-flip amplitudes dominate in the region

of the second cone»

3» Measurement of all components of the depolarization

tensor at the "Neptun" setup

Before proceeding to a discussion of the procedure of

complete determination of the depolarization tensor under

the conditions of the "Neptun" setup, we shall recall the

main properties of the tensor D.k /21,22/. In the case of the

nonpolarized proton scattering the vector of the recoil proton

polarization fij has only the normal components» In the

scattering on the polarized target the vector P^ can have

longitudinal components in the plane ( X, Z). The expression

for the vector P& which relates it with the vector of the

target polarization P, , the polarization F and the depo-

larization tensor "Z>in , is of the form /21/:

Here the subscripts of the depolarization tensor are arranged

in the order accepted in the review /21/ ( the first index

is for the target proton and the .* second - for the recoil

proton).

Mostly simply the tensor SO,'K is related to the helical

amplitudes provided that the subscripts cy k are referred

to the helical coordinate systems for the target proton and



the beam proton. We shall denote the unit vectors of these

coordinate systems by £* ft ^ and ^ % ?u &5

( the Z-axis are assumed to be directed along the particle

momenta and the y-axis along the normal to the reaction

plane). With the allowance for the P- and T - invariance

the tensor %);K can be expressed through its four independent

components ( in the basis of the helical coordinate systems)

as

One can see from (9) that in the helical basis $С
2

 =

the components ^) , ,5D
av
 are

 a&i
 to zero in virture

of the P - invariance.

To get the tensor 70
t
'ti ^

 t n e
 lab.system from its com-

ponents in the center-of-mass helical basis, one should take

the Wick orthogonal transformation,. The Wick angle for this

transformation coincides with the angle of the recoil proton

scattering Q-^ with respect to the incident momentum /22/.

To choose the coordinate systems in the lab.system; in accord

with fig. 1, the relation ship between the components of -CVA,-

in the lab system and the center-of-mass system is given

by the expressions ( the subscripts £', h, L number

the unit vectors in the lab system):

JO^
х
 - - & & £
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lU i- - I*te
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The SO
 en

^
L
 ~/0 components in the lab system are not

coincident, the relation between them is given by the expres-

sion

Thus, in order to determine fully the tensor /O,'*

it is sufficient to measure in the lab system the components

^ S >®~» , *>ьь
 a n d

 ^i.S
 ( o r

 ^
 ) e O n e c a n a e e

from the expression (8) that these quantities can be determi-

ned from a knowledge of the vector of the recoil /polarization

vector at different vectors of the target polarization P

for example

/'/O • £ )

' tr

In the recoil proton rescattering in the polarimeter

it is possible to determine the vector components of polari-

zation before the proton enters the polarimeter (we denote

this vector p ' since it differs from the vector of the

recoil proton polarization Pb because of the spin rota-

tion in the spectrometer magnetic field in the "Neptun" setup ),

perpendicular to its momentum. In the co-moving coordinate

system ( the Z-axis along the momentum, V -along to the
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normal to the reaction plane), aa the proton moves through

the spectrometer, the vector of the proton spin rotates about

the y-axiB because of the anomalous magnetic moment of the

proton. This rotation leads to that the р
г
 and /\, vector

components differ along the S altd L axes* The normal compo-

nents ( р
й
 /t/and ( P

P
' • h J coincide. The rotation of the vector

of the proton spin in the co-moving coordinate system in

the passage through the spectrometer magnetic field enables
—* — •

one to determine both the components P
ZL
 and й%

&

despite the fact that the proton rescattering in the polari-

meter is insensitive to the i~z vector component along

the L-axis. Determination of /£, and /\< *e possible

if measurements are carried out with two ( for example,

opposite in sign) values of the spectrometer magnetic field.

Let Д <f ("И) denote the angle of rotation of the pro-

ton spin about the normal in the co-moving coordinate system

in the passage through the spectrometer ( H is a value of

the spectrometer magnetic field which, for simplicity, is

regarded to be uniform)» Then the P
z
 (^H component,

measurable in the polarimeter, can be written as

Kb (
H}
'-~

 ШЬ А ¥(H) P*S C** А ¥ ( Н
)

 P
*S (12)

One can see from (12) that the components P
>
 . and Р%£

can be expressed through the results of measurement of Pbi

at a different polarity of the magnetic field P^ (fi)
and P>,c,(~H) • Assuming that Л f ( H J = - A \f(- Hj(±.e.,

we neglect a possible change in the path length in the mag-

netic field at the replacement of H-* ~n )
f
 we get from



(12) that

Ч = £ (р{
:

(н)
>)

(13)

ч /
where

В -
 !

One can see from (13),(14) that determination of P>
L
 with

an accuracy of the order of the accuracy of measurement of

p.
 t
 is possible only if Д У'(М) is not a very small

value. Estimate A*f (H^ in the conditions of the "Jfeptun"

sstup. The motion of the vector of the proton spin in the

magnetic field is described by the equation (we assume that
—» •.

the proton velocity is perpendicular H j R /39/

dt 1т
л

 l
'' £ JL J (15)

Here g » 5.56 is the hyiromagnetic coefficient of the proton,

<£ is the energy of the proton. The change in theftproton

momentum is described by the Lorentz equation

s
Prom (15),(16) we get the angular velocity of the rotation

of the proton spin in the co-moving coordinate system:
—^

ou - - -— (l-z) H

Prom here we get /ЛУс^У/ ( o^ is the path length in

the magnetic field)
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-2,

(17)

Under conditions of the "Heptun" setup <£ »1 m , H ~ 10* gauss.

Prom /17) at these values of Jz, and H we get А У(&}*О»Тэ -

-1.1 for itj^ 0.3 — 1 . 2 ( GeV/c)
2
 and/4//>•,)/•* 0.6—0.65

at |t/v 2 - 3.5 ( GeV/c)
2
. Рог these /&f(H) / the sta-

tistical error in determination of P
Xc
 , connected with

the action of the matrix transformation (13), is 1#5$6 larger

at |t i p 2 ( GeV/c)
1
" than the error in measurement of Р

г

the error for Р
г
^ is about 10S& smaller than the error in

/\'
s
 . For | t J£1.5 ( GeV/c)2 the transformation (13)

leaves practically unaltered the errors for />., P a i

as compared with the error in Pit . Thus, for the "Neptun"

setup the accuracy of determination of the vector of the

recoil proton polarization P^ can be considered as coin-

ciding with the accuracy of measurement of the vector com-

ponents of the proton polarization r^' in the (SB) plane in

the «scattering in the carbon polarimeter. It was shown in

ref. /27/ that the operating time required to determine the

components of the vector rj. with an accuract of 0*05-0.15

in the intervals of jt/ =(0.25-0.5), (0.5-0.8),(0.8-1.2),

(1.7-2.5),(2.5-3.5) ( GeV/c)2 at the luminosity of 1033cm"2.

• sec"* is equal to 500 h . the total time needed to measure

the tensor /O in the gbove listed intervals of Jt| (with
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allowance for the doubling in the case of the longitudinal

components of S0
lti
 ) will make up 3500 hours* At the proposed

degree of the target polarization in the "Neptun" experiment

70% of the error in determination of components

of the tensor JO;к will oak* up-v 0.1-0.2 ( depending on the

interval of | t [ ).

Thus, we see that the "Neptun
n
experiment enables one to

measure components jO
tK
 at the UNK energies. The informa-

tion on %);
K
 at energies of hundreds of GeV is presently un-

available* Yhere exist but the results of measurements of the

components 30^
 }

 V
u
$

 9
 *Oss <*t Р+

Л
4 "

 6
 GeV/c,

|t|£ 1 ( GeV/c)2 /23 - 25/ and X>i$ at P^ - 45 GeV/c t

J t/^ 0.5 ( GeV/o)2 /26/.

4* What can we gain by measuring the depolarization

tensor the "Keptun" aetup ?

In this section we shall discuss which new physical in-

formation on the pp-acattering amplitudes is obtainable from

the data on the behaviour of £>,-K under conditions of the

"Neptun" experiment. The depolarization tensor is connected

with the scattering raatrix T by the relation

(18)
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Prom (18) не can get the components of «£>,£ in the cm.

system

- [fie (Ъ /**-

Using the expressions (19) we can get the relations of

to the amplitudes /V
OI
 , and LJO Z

(22)

(23)

(24)
СГ

One can see from (20), (21) that the relative contribu-

tion to the cross section of the nonnatural amplitudes

is fully determined by the diagonal ( in the cm. system)

components of Ю{к • ̂
e
 total contribution to Tj

o

and U
3
 is determined only by the component 55>

 yy

)yy
J
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It was noted *bove that at the UNK energies the nonnatural

amplitudes should mainly be connected with the contributions

of the pomeron and odderon cuts. By virtue of this the infor-

mation about the diagonal elements can prove to be useful for

verification of the phenomenological cut models ( the quasi-

eikonal model /29,30/, the 7y -matrix model /31,32/, pre-

dicting, in particular, the equality ( because U~-
o
 is equal

to zero);

Of great interest to determination of the anomalous

magnetic moment of the pomeron Afr» is measurement of the

Ю-хх component in the region of small / ti(-^ 0. 5-0.8 GeV/c)
2
)

*~ in

In this region of \t\ in the expression (22) ( and the expres-

sion (4) for the polarization P ) the amplitude Ы„ is, most

probables, negligible as compared with N . In what follows

we shall give un upper bound on the contribution of the term

Np, N.. into Z>i
K
 and P that can be obtained from the data

on the diagonal components of ^>-
K
 . If we drop in (4),(22)

the amplitudes .N», we can determine from these formulas,given

sO and P , the ratio N-/N . Рог determination of this ratio

it is essential that the %.„ -component, unlike the polari-

zation P ,• is weakly sensitive to as small difference in the

phases JŜ and N in cases where the spin-flip amplitude N
1

is mainly connected with the pomeron exchange. The calcula-

tions, carried out in /27/, show that the vector of the recoil

proton polarization can be determined with an error of /V

0.05-0.15 in the intervals of |tj= (0.25-0.5),(0.5-0.8)(GeV/c)
2
.

The time needed to measure the depolarization tensor in there
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intervals is л/ 10 h. In this case the anomalous magnetic moment

of the pomeron /
v
(p in this region of t can be determined

with an error of ̂  0.1-0.2» Thus it will be possible to check

the results of the U -matrix approach /31,32/ in which, the

cross section and polarization data processing gives Л1 „— ,<2

In connection with the determination of *'^p in the region of

small ,' t I it should be said that in this region of /1 / it

perhaps, makes sense to measure the tensor i6),
A
- with a statisti-

cal error less than the contamination of diffraction channels with

the excitation of the beam proton. The fact is that the diffrac-

tive excitation of the beam proton should not have a strong

impact on the value of /V!p since in view of the factrorization

the contamination of diffraction channels should not lead to

a change in X) •,
 x
- if N^ and N

Q
 are mainly connected with the

pomeron exchange. This observation applies just to the Юo.\

-component whereas the diffraction background can lead to a sub-

statial change of the polarization P in view of its sensitivity

to a small phase difference of the amplitude N
Q
 and N

1
 . As it

was noted in the Introduction, there exist presently strong

unambiguities in the theoretical prediction for /V, p . The

existing experimental data on the spin rotation parameter

R ( D ) in pp-scattering at ?
1 а Ь

 - 45 GeV/c /26/ contain large

errors and do not enable either the determination of Alp . In

the region of t- values close to zero, the spin-flip vertex of

the pomeron can be obtained also in measuring the polarisation

P in the region of the Coulomb-nuclear interference /17,41/.

At present this programme is being realized by the E-581/704

collaboration /41/ at ^лЬ '
 1 8
^

 G e V
/ ° *

 A
 comparison ' the

anomalous magnetic moment of the pomeron Ma , extracted from
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the analysis of the polarization data in the region of the

Coulomb-nuclear interference and from the data on the «Z^/-

-component and the polarization P at (tj~0.3-0.5 f GeV/c) , is

of much interest in connection with the available theoretical

predictions of the drastic t-dependence of this quantity in the

region of (tHo.05-0.1 ( GeV/c)
2
 /12/ in the nucleon model with

the oompact scalar ttd-diquark.

In the region of not small ft) (^1.5-2 ( GeV/c) there are

no any special reasons to consider the amplitude Ng in (4),(22)

аз negligibly small as compared with N . Therefore the measure-

ment of the polarization P and the Я>^-х
 d o e a n o t

 roakes it

possible, generally speaking, to determine the N./N -ratio»

Nevertheless, we cannot now exclude the possibility that at

large |t| the polarization P and the %}%.)( will mainly be rela-

ted to the term N
o
 A/, in (4), (22). In upper estimate of the

contribution of the term Л/^А/^ in (4),(22) can be obtained

by extracting the Information about the diagonal components of

the tensor / )
i K
 in the cm. system. From the relations (23),

(24) it follow that

From here we get the inequality

(25)

which gives an upper estimate of the Np-related contribution

to P and /?);,„• Taking into account the results of ref. /27/,

we can determine the right-hand side of the inequality (25)

under conditions of the "Neptun" experiment with an error of
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~»0.1 for |t|?2 ( GeV/o)
2
 and О.О5-О.О7 for | t|*/ 0.25-0.8 (GeV/

/c)
2
. The polarization P at P1oh£- 100 GeV/c and |t|£ 1.5 (GeV/o)

2

makes up ,-v 0.1 - 0.3 and ̂  0.01-0.04 <\t|«* 0.2-0.5 (GeV/o)* /1-3/«

Thus, the inequality (25) in the case of<the polarization P at

the expected accuracy of measurement of the diagonal components

of the jQ;K is not of much interest. However, it can Ъе useful

for estimating the contribution of N
g
 into the parameter Ю^^,

if N
1
 is mainly connected with the pomeron exchange. In this case

one can expect that \&£x\ will have large values than |Pj .

The relations (23),(24) show that measurement of the compo-

nenets JO*X9X>yY,X>*z at ] 11 £ 1.5 ( GeV/c)2 is

of much interest to elucidation of the origin of second diffrac-

tive cone. Indeed, from (23), for example, one can see that if

in this region of |t j the dominating contribution to the diffe-

rential cross section comes from the amplitude N o (as it is

supposed in the approach with the odderon exchange /36-38/),

the sum of ^^tf alai ^ W should be close to 2 in the re-

gion of the first and, also, second diffraction cone. But if at

|t [£,1.5-2 ( GeV/c) the dominating contribution to 6" comes

from N2 /31,32/, the sum of % ) x x and JO^g should be close

to 2 at small t and , changing the sign at |t|~i.5 ( GeV/c)2,

approach the value of — 2 at |tp2-3 ( GEV/c)2. The simulation

of the "Neptun" setup, made in /27/, shows that an error

in the quantity -^-(tOycy-t- ®£g) can be equal to "v 0.1

at |tpO.3-0.8 ( GeV/c)2 and л/ 0.15 at |t|*2-3o ( GeV/o)2
.

This accuracy is sufficient to verify the above two approaches

to a description of the second diffraction cone in pp-ecatt*ring«
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Conclusion

Considering the results of the simulation of the "Neptun" setup

and of the analysis made in the present paper, we can draw the

following conclusions.

1. The "Neptun" experiment enables one to measure all the four

independent components of the depolarization tensor /) (%_

(/JA/l 7 .£yy 0'^%z ' ̂ z ^ ^ along with a more exact deter-

mination of the asymmetry (polarization) in high-energy pp-

-scattering. Determination of the components / О
л х
 t^*Z •> "̂ -ax

can be carried out in measurements with two opposite-sign values

of the spectrometer magnetic field. Рог the intervals of t в

«(0.25-0.5), (0.5-0.8),(0.8-1.2),(1.7-2,5),(2.5-3.5) (GeV/c)
2

the errors in the components of the tensor Ю, к will make up
34 _p _i

~> 0.2. At the luminosity of ЛЪ cm sec the total time needed

to measure the /C?/̂  tensor in the above-noted t - intervals

will be equal to 3500 h .

2* The information about the polarization F and the component

•V^ x
 o f t n e

 depolarization tensor at |tiv(o.25-O.8)(GeV/c)
2

is of interest to determination of the spin-flip component of

the pomeron, The anomalous magnetic moment of the pomeron can be

determined in this t-region with an accuracy of л; 0.1-0.2.

3» Measurement of the components «C
l
^

x
 . °^>

r
>M A ) ^ -,

at jtj-o 2-3.5 ( GeV/c)
2
 is of interest to verification of the

models which claim to be describing the differential pp-scat-

tering cross section in the region of second diffraction cone.

Knowledge of these components of yO
lK
 will enable one to

elucidate whether the mechanisms without the spin-flip of pro-

tons or the mechanisms with the change of the proton helicities

are dominant in this region of jt j .
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4» Measurement of the <£W -component of the depolarization ten-

sor will permit the identification of the contribution provided

to the pp-scattering cross section by the nonnatural exchanges

which at the UNK energies can be connected with the pomeron and

pomeron-odderon cuts. The accuracy in identification of the non-

natural exchange contribution will make up *v 10%.
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